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A legacy that matters

Welcome to the April 2024 edition of the Life Terra Newsletter.

Promote restoration e�orts across Europe by adopting our planted trees: start

taking climate action!

Recent Project Activities

Life Terra is now active in Luxembourg and Armenia

Life Terra is expanding its activities! At the end of March, Life  Terra reached its 22nd

European country: Luxembourg! Our team of volunteers planted 1,850 trees in

Wincrange, helping transform a land a�ected by the bark beetle into a biodiverse

forest, hosting 18 di�erent species. Thank you to everyone who made this happen!

Another milestone was planting our �rst symbolic tree in Armenia! Last month we

established a collaboration with My Forest Armenia and funded the planting of 3,000

trees.

The team also took part in a conference in Yerevan to talk about nature-positive

credits and ecosystem services, and visited planting and nursery locations in Lori

region. Special thanks to the whole My Forest Armenia team for their hospitality and

commitment to creating new forests. 

Find out more about Life Terra here
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Elisa To�oli kickstarts Festa dell’Albero

On March 21st, Life Terra welcomed artist Elisa To�oli to symbolically kick o� the

planting of 65 trees in the Lower Isonzo Agricultural Park, along with pupils of the

Arcobaleno primary school. That area of the Veneto region has been rescued from

land consumption and cementi�cation; multiple organisations are now leading the

e�orts towards regeneration.

This event was just the beginning of a series of tree-planting events that will continue

until next autumn in various Italian cities. Special thanks to the Music for the Planet

fundraiser, which will make Italian cities greener! Read more here.
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Euractiv’s Special Report: An interview with Emma Wiesner

Euractiv has published the �rst article of its new Special Report for Life Terra: an

interview with Emma Wiesner. Wiesner, a Swedish EU lawmaker in the liberal Renew

Europe Group, successfully co-negotiated a “world-�rst” agreement on standards for

carbon removal. This has paved the way for carbon capture to help deliver on global

net zero climate targets. You can read the whole interview here.

Save the date: Euractiv Twitter Chat on April 30th

Do you want to give your point of view on environmental topics to an audience of

European stakeholders, journalists and activists? Do you want to learn more about

their views? Then join Euractiv’s Twitter Chat on April 30th and take part in the
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discussion on the climate impact on Europe’s forests! You can read more about the

event here. See you there!

New video: Life Terra presents Carbon Removal Credits

Partnership Spotlight

Search the web with Volte!

What if we told you that you can support Life Terra every time you search the

Internet? You can actually do this with Volte’s search engine, which helps non-pro�t

organisations raise money through search ads. When searching the Internet with Volte
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Extension, you'll see ads clearly labelled as Volte ads; when seen or clicked on, users

help raise support for the non-pro�ts. Life Terra and Volte have been collaborating

since February 2023. All the money raised will be donated to the project periodically to

support planting projects and other activities.

You can support us by downloading the Volte extension for Chrome here.

From other Life Projects:

First Ene�rstPlus survey by IEECP

The new Ene�rstPlus project aims to give European stakeholders the necessary

technical support to implement energy e�ciency improvements. The project is now

getting underway and the �rst survey is out, to understand the stakeholder’s usage of

Energy E�ciency First activities.  

Check out the survey here and give the project your answers! And to learn more about

the project, click here.
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In the Blog

First trees in Luxembourg

A Collaborative Planting with Autel

Life Terra's Green Week: planting trees in 6 countries

Elisa and Legambiente kickstarts "Festa dell'Albero" with schools in Padova

Social Media
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Don't forget to follow Life Terra's social media channels to stay up to date with

our most recent stories.

Life Terra is co-�nanced by the European Commission through the LIFE Programme

(LIFE19 CCM/NL/001200).

The content of this publication represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole

responsibility. The Agency does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of

the information it contains.

Euractiv is the distributor of this newsletter and is one of Life Terra's communication partners.
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